The Power of Video as Part of Professional Learning
May 18, 19, & 20, 2020
10:00 AM- 12:00 PM
ONLINE - Zoom Link will be sent after registration is complete
REGISTER AT: https://tinyurl.com/y9l2xofp **Must attend all 3 webinars in their entirety to earn Continuing Education
DESCRIPTION:
Professional development has undergone three major advances in recent years– computers, the
internet, and video. Based on the book Focus on Teaching (2014) by Jim Knight, this workshop
describes how video can be used to support learning. Participants will learn the nuts and bolts of
how to help teachers learn from video recordings of their lessons on their own, with an instructional
coach, with teams, and as a part of teacher evaluation.
Learner Outcomes

•
•
•

Participants will leave the session with forms to guide their use of video.
They will also practice how data can be gathered to improve teaching and student outcomes
through the use of video.
Participants will be sent a copy of Jim's book Focus on Learning, when we can return to our offices.

ABOUT THE PRESENTER
Jim Knight has spent more than two decades studying professional
learning, effective teaching, and instructional coaching. He is a Senior
Partner at the Instructional Coaching Group and a Research Associate at
the University of Kansas Center for Research on Learning.
Jim’s book Instructional Coaching: A Partnership Approach to Improving
Instruction (Corwin, 2007) popularized the idea of instruction coaching.
Jim edited Coaching: Approaches and Perspectives (Corwin, 2009) and
co-authored Coaching Classroom Management (Pacific Northwest
Publishing, 2010). Jim’s other books include Unmistakable Impact, HighImpact Instruction, Focus on Teaching, Better Conversations, and The
Impact Cycle, which contains the much of the content for today’s session.
Jim’s articles on professional learning, teaching, and instructional
coaching have appeared in journals such as “The Journal of Staff
Development,” “Principal Leadership,” “The School Administrator,”
“Kappan,” and “Educational Leadership.”
Frequently asked to lead professional learning, Knight has presented to
more than 100,000 coaches and other educators from six continents. He
has a Ph.D. in Education from the University of Kansas and has won
several university teaching, innovation, and service awards. Jim also
writes the Radical Learners blog.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Any professional whose job is to coach school teams or team members
Registration fee: FREE to participants (sponsored by an ISBE grant)
This program qualifies for ISBE PD clock hours and CE for SLPs, OTs, PTs, SWs, Nurses through IDFPR.
REGISTER AT: https://tinyurl.com/y9l2xofp

Questions? Email Peggy Zegley at pzegley@ucpnet.org

